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he howls come from deep in the
gassy, dust-sll'eaked clouds of
space, where stars are born-clear
radio tones amid the dissonant chatter
and squeals of the cosmos, Puzzled by
the immense power and pure frequen
cies of these beams, astronomers once
dubbed theil' unknown source "mysteri
um," The mystery has since been
solved, and the beams have become
known as cosmjc masers, after the exot
ic laserlike process that produces them ,
Each beam is, in fact, a kind of micro
wave radio voice of a cloud of interstel
lar molecules excited by the intense ra
diation from bright young stars,
Astronomers have just begun to use
the masers to solve another kind of puz
zle, as an accurate new yardstick to
gaug'e celestial distances, Next winter
astl'Onomers from the Harvard-Smith
sonian Center for Astrophysics, in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, will simulta
neously train a bevy of radio tele
scopes-some in the United States,
others in Europe-on the cosmic ma
s rs of the galaxy M33 in the con
stellation Triangulum, Theil' goal: to
measure the distanee of that galaxy
from earth in just one step; the pl'e
sent estimate of 2 million light-years
was determined by a sequence of com
plex methods, If the new finding is dif
ferent, it could change astronomers'
view of the size of the univel'se, The
new yardstick has already been used
successfully in confirming distances to
several regions of the Milky Way, the
solar system's home galaxy,
Like pulsars and other' exotic mem
bers 01' the cdestial zoo, eosmic masers
were diseovered by aecidenl. In 1965
Harold \,Veaver and his colleagues at
the University of Californi a at Berkeley
were using a radio telescope to survey
the emissions giwn 011' by vast clouds
of gas and dust concentrated in the spi
ral arms of the Milky Way, While tun
ing in the distinctive radio l'r'equency
emitted by hydl'Oxyl molecules (one hy
droo'en atom bound to one oxyg(~ n
atom), tlw Berkeley g!'Oup picked up
one of the most pure and intense radio
signals ever reeorried, Il was as if some
advaneed extl'aterl'(~stl'ial eivilization
were pointing a powerful beaeon
slraig'ht at the l~arth ,
Soon the a.<:;trol1omers discovered sim
ilar IJeams emanating f!'Om all ovel'
the Milky Way-in the Orion Nebula,
in a dusty cloud neal' the cons tellation
C a ss iopl~ iu, and in dill'use gaseous re
p:ions nea r Aquila and Cygnus, Whal
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In this artist's conception, cosmic ma
sers dot the dusty and turbulent region
around a newly born star
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eould eause such powel-ful outbursts'?
In arepol'L to the journal Nature, Weav
er alld his colleagues wrote, "to em
phasize the surprising nature of the
observation '" we shall speak of this
unidentified line [of radio energy] as
arising from 'mysterium.' "
Within a year of' this diseovery as
tronomel's had figured out that myste
rium was nothing more mysterious
than a cloud of' hydroxyl molecules, but
one that had coalesced to form a gigan
tie masel', Other microwave beaeons
have since been found operating at fre
quencies belonging to methanol, silicon
monoxide, and water vapor in mOl'e
than 500 regions of the Milky Way and
even in nearby galaxies, In all of these

Masers in the constellation Cassiopeia,
revealed in a computer-generated
picture; velocity is indicated by color

Lhe enU' 'y source is basically the same,
By a process not completely under
stood, mol ecules (of, say, waLeI' vapor)
a bsorb energy 1'1'0111 the surrounding
dust doud in such a way that many of
th(~ 1ll eventually wind up at the same (~ n
(~l'gy level, like birds sitting on a tele
phone wire, There they sit unLil a
chance event-a stray photon or the sud
den decay 01' one of these pumped-up
molecules-trigg-cl's an avalanche, The
molecules dump t.heir energy simulta
neously, producing- an intense b(~ am of
s ing le-1'reqlH~ney radio waves, all pl'e
cisely in phase and rcinfon:ing each
other, (A similar pl'Or:(~SS produces the
intense light of lasers, ) I3eeause the cos
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mic versions produce microwaves, they
are called masers.
"The water masers are especially im
pressive," says .James Moran, a radio
astronomer with the Center for Astro
physics, who has been studying them
for more than a decade. "It's as if the
total luminosity of the sun over the en
tire electromagnetic speetrum were
pouring out in a small band of frequen
cies the width of a television channel."
Besides marking off distances in the sky,
the masers are also handy pointers to
regions of the galaxy where new stars
are forming.
The process starts with the birth of
massive blue stars that are 100,000
times as bright as the sun and dozens
of times as big. As the star fires uP .its
thermonuclear furnace for the first time
and its surface temperature reaches
50,000 degrees Fahrenheit, atomic par
ticles are driven off the star into space,
becoming an intense stellar '\vind"
that drives away the surrounding dust
and gas left over from the star's birth.
This placental cloud speeds outward at
hundreds of miles a second, but not
smoothly. Some of the gaseous mole
cules in that violent flow begin to form
clumps. It is those clumps, each of them
bigger than the earth's orbit around the
sun, that absorb the star's energy and
re-radiate it as intense microwave
beams. At anyone time, a hundred of
these giant masel's can surround the
newly born star, like fireworks herald
ing its birth. Moran compares them to
"fireflies that flicker on and off." Be
cause it takes up to a million years for
the dust to blow completely away and
reveal the stellar glow itself, a cosmic
masel' is often the first announcement
of a newborn star.
The lifetime of a water maser is only
one to two years, but the first-discov
ered hydroxyl masers last much long
er, and the maser phenomenon can go
on fOl' tens of thousands of years around
the young star. The two types of ma
ser seem to appeal' at different times
in the stellar cycle. "The water ma
sers form during the vel'y energetic
phase of the star's evolution," says Mo
ran's colleague Mark Reid. "We seem
to be seeing the hydroxyl masers dur
ing a quieter stage, when the expand
ing gas has slowed down and reached
a tenth of a light-year [nearly 600 bil
lion miles] acl'Oss."
U sing intercontinental arrays of
radio telesc0pes and months of comput
er analysis, the Harvard-Smithsonian
team has been able to measure the al
most imperceptible movements across
the sky of individual masers as they al'e
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Moran, Schneps, and Reid at the Harvard-Smithsonian computer center

how fast these bright spots are moving
toward the earth. They also measure,
over many months, how the masers
move across the sky at right angles to a
line between the earth and the cloud.
From these two pieces of information
plus a bit of geometry, they can deter
mine the distance of the cloud from the
istance determinations are the earth. "It's an old astronomical tech
Achilles' heel of modern cosmol nique used with star clusters that is now
ogy, because estimating the dis recast using masers," says Reid.
The Harvard-Smithsonian group has
tances of faraway stars and galaxies de
pends on a lengthy chain of inferences just applied the new yardstick to sev
and assumptions. It begins with the eral groups of masers in relatively near
stars closest to the sun: their distances by regions of the Milky Way. Some are
are measmed trigonometrically by not in the Ol'ion Nebula, which astronomers
ing how much they have changed po have detel'mined by other techniques to
sition against the celestial background be 1,600 light-years away. The results
when they are observed first from one agree, good evidence for the accuracy
point in the earth's orbit around the sun of the new method. Now the astrono
and then, six months later, from theoth mers are gearing up to measure the dis
er side of the orbit. Using those results tances to maser groups in the galaxy
as a calibration, the distance of stars M33 and throughout the Milky Way .
and galaxies further out is estimated by Says Schneps, "By mapping enough
a complex sequence of steps, often in sources in the Milky Way, we may get
volving luminosity. "One mistake in the first direct measurement of our gal
that chain can throw off all measme axy'ssize."
ments to the edge of the universe," says
Like celestial physicians, masers at
Matthew Schneps, a radio astronomer tend not only the birth of certain stars,
with the Harvard-Smithsonian group. but also their death. Astronomers have
But by using Genzel's method, the ' found that masers can form in the cloud
Harvard-Smithsonian astronomel's can of material emanating from giant red
bypass that long, involved chain, mea stars during the twilight of their ex
suring distances-possibly as far as a istence. In 1964, physicist Charles
few million light-years-in one step. Ob Townes was awarded the Nobel Prize
serving masers in the cloud expanding for constructing the first maser. The
around a newly born star, they deter Nobel committee did not realize then
mine, by measuring the Doppler shift in that nature had preceded Townes by
the frequency of the microwave beams, billions of years.
@
blown away from the parent star. It was
Reinhard Genzel, now at Bel'keley, who
first realized that those measurements
could be put to cosmological use, to de
termine distances to stars and galaxies
more directly and perhaps more accu
rately than ever before.
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